Stability of lipid films formed on gamma-aminopropyl monolayers.
The stability of supported lipid membranes (SLMs) deposited on planar substrates derivatized with (gamma-aminopropyl)silane (GAPS) was examined. Ellipsometry, fluorescence microscopy, and atomic force microscopy were used to characterize SLMs exposed to repeated drying and rehydration. Vesicle fusion on GAPS-coated substrates produced SLMs with a thickness significantly greater than that of a single lipid bilayer. Exposure to even one cycle of drying/rehydration significantly decreased the thickness of a SLM on GAPS, and repeated drying/rehydration resulted in near quantitative lipid desorption. Thus SLMs on GAPS do not appear to be significantly more stable than the single bilayer SLM that is formed on bare glass or SiO2 under equivalent conditions.